In my first years of soil survey, I drove a pickup to the field and then walked the transects. As we became more advanced (or maybe lazier), we used the pickup for transecting, sometimes even a four-wheel drive pickUp. Along came the use of trail bikes and three-wheelers. We sometimes used airplanes to observe landscapes and follow this with ground truth. We advanced to using helicopters. The helicopter could be set down for ground truth. On one survey, I used a power boat to map islands and inaccessible beach areas. In one area I even mapped from a canoe along a river.
With all of this technology we have progressed back to the horse. My first experience mapping from a horse was a ranch along the Big Wind River in Wyoming. A small area of the ranch was on the far side of the river. The rancher had a cowboy saddle a horse to take me across the river. The river was running high, and we were unable to cross at the usual crossing. As we rode along the highway to the alternate crossing, I looked to see a tourist leaning out of a car taking movies of me-a Wyoming cowboy! I have since wondered how he explained the tile spade as I appeared on his vacation movies.
At the crossing the cowboy crossed the river and yelled for me to cross. At the water's edge my horse refused to cross. After several attempts to get the beast across the river, the cowboy yelled and asked if I had a knife. I thought he was going to ask me to cut the horse's throat, but he wanted me to cut a willow and use it to encourage the horse across the river. With the willow's encouragement the horse still would not cross the river. The cowboy came back and we traded horses. Now, I crossed the river without problems. I looked back and saw the cowboy encouraging the horse with a willow branch the size of a baseball bat.
Wyoming ranchers frequently offer the use of a horse for soil surveys on rangeland, perhaps to lessen fire danger or keep us from mashing down the grass with a pickup. Not having been known as a horse lover (2), I was reluctant to accept. Then in a weaker moment I accepted the use of a horse. I stuffed my gear and equipment, except for the trusty tile spade, in a saddle bag. I hung my spade encased in a gunny sack (The light reflecting from the spade would spook the horse) from the saddle hom. I mounted the horse and took off on my transect. At my first stop I dismounted and looked for somewhere to tie the horse. There was nowhere to tie the critter! Then I remembered the old cowboy prints and movies where the horse stood by while the cowboy performed his duties. The first jab of the spade hit a rock and the beast took off. I walked the quarter mile back
